


Every now & then a 
product comes along that 
revolutionizes an industry. 
When it comes to roofing  
that product is Tractile.

Tractile is the new 
alternative in roofing.

National & international recognition:

In simple terms Tractile provides a 4-in-1 combination of Roof 

Tile, Insulation, Electricity and Hot Water in a very architecturally 

appealing package.

That is why we call it the Smarter Roof.

Tractile provides an innovative combination of interlocking 

systems, high performance composite materials, and solar 

technology.

#DUDKNODC�HM� TRSQ@KH@��SGD�GHFGKX�@V@QCDC�3Q@BSHKD�1NNjMF�
system can be used on residential and commercial projects and 

has been designed with a focus on aesthetics, performance, 

ease of installation, and sustainability.

Blending design & performance 
Smarter looks  
Smarter system  
Smarter materials 
Smarter technology

the Smarter Roof



Enjoy the look
Your roof goes on top of your house. With a Tractile roof, that’s the only rule. With almost 

no limit on roof angle (Tractile roofs can be pitched as low as 10 degrees and include 

sections at 90 degrees), the only constraints you have are the laws of physics and 

geometry, and your own imagination.

Material
Until now, the traditional choices for roofs were Terracotta or Concrete tiles, or Colorbond 

LDS@K�RGDDS�6GHKD�SGDRD�L@SDQH@KR�G@UD�U@QHNTR�ADMDjSR��SGDX�@KRN�G@UD�KHLHS@SHNMR�
3HKDR�@QD�GD@UX�@MC�LDS@K�RGDDS�MDDCR�@KNS�NE�RBQDV�jWHMF�@MC�FDS�GNS�D@RHKX�3Q@BSHKD�HR�
manufactured from advanced composite materials that are lightweight, very strong, and 
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The only downside is that before where you have a choice of two, now you have a 

conundrum of virtually endless possibilities. But we think that’s a nice puzzle to have.

Profile
Leaving aside freak storm conditions, the 

main battle fought by traditional tiles against 

the weather is that of stopping water 

penetrating the roof. In most cases, heavy 

terracotta or concrete tiles perform this 

S@RJ�@CLHQ@AKX��DWBDOS�VGDM�HS�BNLDR�SN�
RSNOOHMF�V@SDQ�kNVHMF�CNVM�SGD�QNNE�EQNL�
being blown back up between the tiles.

Traditional tiles need a steep roof pitch to 

G@RSDM�SGD�kNV�NE�V@SDQ�CTD�SN�FQ@UHSX�@MC�
therefore to limit the chance the water has to 

blow up between the tiles and into the roof.

Roofs built utilizing the Tractile Interlocking 

!THKCHMF�2XRSDL�CN�MNS�G@UD�SGHR�OQNAKDL�
because the connection between tiles acts 

as a barrier to any wind assisted water 

incursion.

The wind and water challenge limits the 

shallowness of the roof angle of a traditional 

roof and can force a home builder or owner 

to use channels or sarking to limit the 

ingress of water.

6HSG�SGD�3Q@BSHKD�2XRSDL��RSNOOHMF�V@SDQ�
getting in under tiles is no longer a problem. 

The pitch of a Tractile roof and the shape of 

the tiles is now completely a matter of looks 

and taste. And with modern materials and 

innovation, that’s really the way it should be.

Built to lastBecause Tractile tiles are created in one process, with all materials forming 
part of a single mould, the life of your roof is the life of the materials.



Benefits

Tractile Eclipse

2TODQHNQ�SN�SQ@CHSHNM@K�LDSGNCR�NE�QNNjMF��3Q@BSHKD�HR�@�UDQR@SHKD�OQNCTBS�OQNUHCHMF�BTRSNL�
solutions for both residential and commercial projects. 

 �3Q@BSHKD�QNNE�HR�DMFHMDDQDC�SN�VHSGRS@MC�DWSQDLD�VD@SGDQ�BNMCHSHNMR�@MC�ENQ�KNMFDUHSX�
All our designs are fully supported by the company and we take great pride in providing 

NTQ�DWODQS�GDKO�SN�NTQ�BTRSNLDQR

2NLD�NE�SGD�@L@YHMF�ADMDjSR�NE�SGD�3Q@BSHKD�RXRSDL�HMBKTCD�SGD�

�D Ability to generate higher energy yields compared to conventional solar products

�D ,NCDQM��RD@LKDRR�@DRSGDSHB�RSXKHMF�BNLO@QDC�VHSG�BNMUDMSHNM@K�QNNER�QDSQNjSSDC�VHSG�RNK@Q�O@MDKR

�D 2TODQHNQ�VD@SGDQOQNNjMF�l�-N�VHMC��CTRS��NQ�V@SDQ�B@M�ODMDSQ@SD�SGD�QNNE

�D Ability to withstand 300 km/h winds in cyclonic conditions and its ability to withstand hail damage. It is 
also water resistant, preventing frost damage, snow, moss & mould build up. 

�D  AHKHSX�SN�VHSGRS@MC�G@QRG���BNQQNRHUD�DMUHQNMLDMSR�ADSSDQ�SG@M�BNMUDMSHNM@K�QNNjMF�L@SDQH@KR�l�LHMHL@K�
repair or replacement costs

�D Increased insulation properties for hot and cold climates.

�D 2TODQHNQ�RSQDMFSG���B@O@AKD�NE�G@MCKHMF�VDHFGSDC�KN@CR�TO�SN����JF���VHKK�VHSGRS@MC�CHQDBS�HLO@BS�EQNL�
kXHMF�CDAQHR���VNM�S�AQD@J�NQ�RG@SSDQ

�D Fewer building materials required, including fewer roof trusses, batons, screws or nails, & no mortar or 
sarking required

�D Reduced transportation costs & zero wastage through transit damage

�D 2JXKHFGSR�B@M�AD�HMRS@KKDC�AX�HMRDQSHMF�BKD@Q�SHKDR

�D Tiles can be easily cut on site

Tractile has created the world’s first 
integrated solar roof tile solution, 
generating both electricity and hot water 
from a single unit.

Tractile Solar Eclipse



Components

Installation
The simple but very effective 

Tractile system utilises 

specially designed roof 

tiles, roof battens, ridge cap 

tiles, hip tiles and barges. 

Each component part is 

designed to ‘slide-and-

lock’ into place, ensuring 

a double action seal that 

eliminates wind, dust, and 

water penetration. Because 

of this unique advantage, 

Tractile can be used through 

a range of roof pitches with 

the standard recommended 

LHMHLTL�OHSBG�ADHMF�����
For lower pitch roofs please 

BNMRTKS�@�3Q@BSHKD�QNNjMF�
specialist. Tractile Eclipse 

may be used to clad both 

roofs and walls.

Blending design with performance
The Smarter Roof

Tractile Eclipse Ridge Tile

Tractile Eclipse Barge 
- left & right

Tractile Eclipse Hip Tile

Tractile Eclipse 
Barge Endcap

Tractile Eclipse 
Ridge Endcap



What is a Tractile Solar 
roof tile?
3Q@BSHKD�2NK@Q�BNLAHMDR�/GNSNUNKS@HB�RNK@Q�BDKKR�VHSG�3GDQL@K�
Hot Water in a common platform that can be inserted in a 

range of casings complementary to any roof tile design. This 

BQD@SDR�@�VNQKC�jQRS�HMSDFQ@SDC�RNK@Q�QNNE�SHKD�RNKTSHNM�SG@S�
creates both electricity and hot water from a single unit.

How does Tractile Solar 
work?
3Q@BSHKD�2NK@Q�BNMUDQSR�RTMKHFGS�HMSN�DKDBSQHB@K�ONVDQ�@MC�
RNK@Q�ANNRSDC�GNS�V@SDQ�AX�HMSDFQ@SHMF�/GNSNUNKS@HB�BDKKR�
NMSN�@�'D@S�$WBG@MFDQ�VHSGHM�D@BG�QNNE�SHKD�4RDQR�ADMDjS�
EQNL�HMBQD@RDC�DKDBSQHB@K�NTSOTS�EQNL�SGD�/GNSNUNKS@HB�
solar cells as well as reduced energy consumption as solar 

boosted hot water is created for free at the same time.

How is Tractile connected to 
the Energy Grid?
2NK@Q�RXRSDLR�B@M�AD�RS@MC@KNMD��NQ�AD�BNMMDBSDC�SN�SGD�
main energy grid. There are different energy providers 

throughout Australia with different legislation and 

requirements for grid connected solar. The DC electricity 

FDMDQ@SDC�AX�2NK@Q�HR�BNMUDQSDC�SN� "�DKDBSQHBHSX�UH@�@M�
HMUDQSDQ�VGHBG�HR�BNMMDBSDC�SN�SGD�L@HMR�UH@�@�ETRD�ANW

 MX�DWBDRR�ONVDQ�FDMDQ@SDC��@MC�MNS�TRDC�HMSDQM@KKX�VHSGHM�
the building is automatically fed back into the Grid.

System

Credentials Benefits of the TractileTM Interlocking System

Tractile Solar is the recipient of JEC Asia 2012 
Innovation Awards for Energy

Secured a highly competitive Proof Of Concept 
grant from Commercialisation Australia

Ergon Energy has funded the manufacturing & 
installation  of two 1.5KW systems

Tractile invited to participate in a world leading 
research project into the Embodied Energy of 
Composite Materials. Tractile out-performed 
both concrete tiles and  
steel-sheet roofing

Fast installation = improved ROI for developers
Fewer building materials required, including fewer roof 
trusses, batons, screws or nails, and no mortar or sarking 
required
No repair or replacement costs as roof remains 
undamaged in severe weather conditions
Less labour required, estimated 90% reduction in man 
hours

Reduced level of skill required, i.e. no specialist trades 
needed
Reduced risk of personal injury when handlin lightweight 
tiles
Reduced transportation costs
Zero wastage through transit damage
Skylights can be installed by inserting clear tiles
Tiles can be cut on site with hand saw

Research shows the following

Eclipse Tile

MJ Tractile is 8 times more sustainable than concrete and steel

Kg of CO2 Tractile is 4.5 times more sustainable than concrete and steel

Eco-Indicator Points Tractile is 5 times more sustainable than concrete and steel
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Tractile Interlocking Building System is a new 
combination of system and materials technology 
providing high performance and cost effective roof 
tile and wall panel solutions.
Residential roof mounted solar panels can be considered an eyesore affecting property 
values. Tractile Solar offers a building integrated design that fits the form of the existing 
roof, at a price below the competition. The system is also more efficient in generating both 
electricity and hot water from the same area of roof reducing household energy bills!

The Tractile Interlocking Roof System is a new combination of materials and system 
technology providing high performance and cost effective roof tile and wall panel 
solutions. Tractile has been designed to be utilised across all segments of the Building and 
Construction industry from residential to industrial, focusing on being fast and easy to 
install.

Superior to traditional methods of roofing, Tractile is a versatile product providing 
custom solutions for special projects, as well as a range of modern and traditional 
styled roofs. Available in a wide range of dimensions, colours, and textured surfaces, 
every Tractile roof is engineered to withstand extreme weather conditions and for 
longevity. All designs are fully supported by the company and great pride 
is taken in delivering expert assistance with high quality products, to 
provide our clients with value and prestige.

Doing your 
bit for the 
environment
Tractile participated as a 
Case study in the Queensland 
Government’s Embedded 
Energy of Composites Project. 
7KH�ĺQGLQJV�IURP�WKLV�3URMHFW�
show that Tractile, made from 
high-strength and light-weight 
composite materials, out-
performed both concrete 
WLOHV�DQG�PHWDO�VKHHW�URRĺQJ�
VLJQLĺFDQWO\�LQ�WHUPV�RI 
embodied energy:

D�MJ: Tractile is 8 times 
  more sustainable than  
  concrete and steel

D�Kg of CO2: Tractile is 
  4.5 times more  
  sustainable than 
  concrete  and steel

D�Eco-Indicator Points: 
  Tractile is 5 times more  
  sustainable than concrete  
  and steel.

Roof Integrated Photo Voltaic & 
Thermal (RIPV-T)  

Roofing + Electricity + Hot Water



Adaptable

Customisation 
You are only limited by  
your imagination.

Concrete Tile Roof?
3Q@BSHKD�2NK@Q�'NQHYNM�HR�@�QDSQNjS�OQNCTBS�ENQ�k@S�OQNjKD�
concrete tile roofs. Incorporating the same innovative 

1(/5�3�SDBGMNKNFX�VD�B@M�TOFQ@CD�XNTQ�DWHRSHMF�
concrete tile roof.

Tractile Eclipse 
can be painted any 
colour you choose.

Tractile Solar Horizon 
3Q@BSHKD�2NK@Q�/GNSNUNKS@HB�BDKKR�VHSG 

Thermal Hot Water technology 
l�HMSDFQ@SDR�VHSG�k@S�OQNjKD�BNMBQDSD�SHKD�QNNER 
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Images are for illustrative purposes only



Tractile 
1/2 Olympic Circuit Southport QLD 4215

T (+61 7) 5559 0988 
F (+61 7) 5559 0922 
E info@tractile.com.au

www.tractile.com.au


